
GRENFELL TOWER INQUIRY 

MODULE 6 OPENING \VRITTEN STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF BSR 

REPRESENTED BY BHATT MURPHY, BINDMANS, HICKMAN & ROSE AND 

HODGE JONES & ALLEN SOLICITORS 

Further to the written and oral openings to Module 5 on behalf of the Team 1 BSR1 the 

following statement deals with Central Government [I], high rise policy [II], the control 

room function [III] and austerity [IV]. The particular focus here is on the contribution of 

national reform and policy to the flawed local LFB response at Grenfell Tower. 

I: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

[A.] LOCALISM 

1 .1. CONTEXT: The Inquiry should consider the origins of the 2004 statutory reforms, and the 

extent to which those changes and the policies that flowed from them succeeded, stalled 

or caused damage. The consensus from successive reviews into the Fire and Rescue 

Services ('FRSs') that preceded legislative change was that the sector had become 

outdated, including the Bain Report which urged a change in the fire service ''from top to 

bottom and every aspect of its work reformed to bring it into line with best practice at the 

start of the twenty-first century". 2 The Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 ('FRSA') 

enshrined a vision for the transition of FRSs that saw a shift from a "reactive culture of 

fighting fires to a proactive culture of preventing them ."3 The impetus for change was 

multifactorial: the trend of actual fire attendance forming a minimal proportion of what 

firefighters do, 4 cultural change and diversification of the workplace, 5 and the setting of 

national standards to encourage 'modernisation' and 'value for money' accompanied by 

I {BSR00000079} {TI 76/5/3 - 36/8} 
2 Government White Paper, Our Fire and Rescue Service (2003) ('While Paper') {HOM00000584/13 §1.10}. 
Report of the Departmental Committee on the Fire Service (Holroyd Report) (1970) [Not on Relativity], 
Firemen's pay: report ofCwzningham Inquiry into Fire Services (1971) [Not on Relativity], Audit Commission, 
ln the Line ofFire, Valuef(Jr Money in the Fire Service···· National Picture (1995) [Not on Relativity], and The 
Independent Review o/ the Fire Service, The Future o/ the Fire and Rescue Service: reducing risk and saving 
lives, chaired by Professor Sir George Bain (2002) ('Bain Report') [Not on Relativity] {p.ii} 
3 While Paper {HOM00000584/23 §3.14} 
4 Bain Report {p. 11 §3.6} 
5 While Paper{HOM00000584/58-59 §§8.1-2, 8.4-5} Bain Reporl {p. 64-65 §§7.36-7.37} 
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devolution, delegation and flexibility. 6 The FBU was acknowledged as an important 

contributor to health and safety within the service, but criticised for being less 

cooperative whenever essential reforms impacted upon terms of employment. 7 Overall, 

fire brigades were seen as bogged down in a conservative organisational consensus 

between management and rank and file, which even in the throes of industrial dispute, 

were joined in a corporatist incapacity to bring about real transformation.8 

1.2. KEY CHANGES: Whilst the Labour Government maintained the power to impose national 

strategic aims pursuant to s.21 of the FRSA, what it essentially introduced was a policy 

of 'localism'. It abolished the Central Fire Brigade Advisory Council, which was 

regarded as overly bureaucratic and too consumed by its stakeholder politics as opposed 

to national leadership.9 Instead local FRS governance would set its own goals through 

the annual Integrated Risk Management Plans and the Community Risk Registers. 

Station closures were to be a matter of local decision making no longer requmng 

ministerial consent. 10 In line with the Bain Report that retained faith in devolved 

structures but said that there needed to be strategies beyond the Brigades, i.e. "a national 

service delivered locally", 11 the Labour National Framework version of reform included 

acknowledgement of national and regional stewardship. In the wake of 9/11, 'New 

Horizons' drew attention to national resilience issues such as terrorism and natural 

hazards. The 'FiReControl' project planned (but failed at astronomical cost) for the 

regionalisation of control rooms into nine sites connected by the same technology 

nationally. 12 A discrete service by a Chief Fire and Rescue Adviser ('CFRA') was slotted 

into the machinery of government to advise generally in lieu of a traditional HM 

6 While Paper {HOM00000584/12 §1.7} 
7 Bain Report {p. 46 §6.4} 
8 F Burchill, Report o/ the independent inquiry into the machinery/(Jr determining .firefighters' conditions o/ 
service: (2000) {p. 3}: "There has been an almost total lack of real political engagement in the fire services 
since the last.fire.fighter's strike in 1977. The 1947 Act is hopelessly outdated. Local authority employers of fire 
brigades have, in general, shown a lack of leadership and purpose especially when acting together to negotiate 
pay and conditions. The Fire Brigades Union, while professing its enthusiasm .for change, has shown no real 
commitment lo making it happen from the centre and in many parts has mounted a sustained and energetic 
opposition to change. The senior management of the Fire Service has shown a collective lack of leadership" 
[Nol on Relativity] 
9 FRSA 2004 s. 51, White Paper {HOM00000584/39 §5.2} Bain Report {p. 28 §3.52 and p. 46 §6.4} 
10 Cf Fire Services Act 1947 s.19 as rec. by Bain Reporl {p.40 §§5.19-5.20} Dobson {LFB00055138il0 §31-
32} 
11 Bain Report {p. 48 §6.14} 
12 See §3.3 below 
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Inspector. 13 The CFRA was part of what was envisaged to be a more strategic and 

thematic form of external auditing. 14 

1 .3. CONTINUITIES AND SHIFTS: The Conservative Majority Coalition Government not only 

wanted to further decentralise and localise the FRS, but they wanted the sector to take 

greater responsibility for setting national standards, rather than relying on Government to 

do so. This was not so much a rejection of the original New Labour approach to reform, 

but an intensification of the pre-existing localism policy. The two sponsored initiatives 

towards achieving Government oversight of FRS reform in the Coalition period were the 

Fire Futures workstreams that reported in December 2010 15 and Facing the Future: 

Findings from the review of efficiencies and operations in fire and rescue authorities in 

England, by Sir Ken Knight ('Knight Review') in May 2013. 16 Importantly, both 

questioned aspects of localism, so much so that the Government adopted neither of them 

because they undermined strong commitments to decentralisation and deregulation that 

particularly prevailed under (now) Lord Eric Pickles in the Department for Communities 

and Local Government ('DCLG') between 2010 to 2015. 17 The logic of this intensified 

position included that all detailed inspection of individual FRSs ceased, 18 replaced by 

voluntary Peer Review mechanisms, like the one that LFB carried out in 2015. 19 After 

the announcement that it was to be abolished in 2010, the Audit Commission stopped 

assessment of performance, and the National Audit Office created one report in 2015 on 

financial sustainability.20 With respect to the Fire Service College, rather than reforming 

it to lead nationally on doctrine and training, it was sold and asked to develop itself, in 

competition with other training providers.21 

1.4. KNIGHT REVIEW: Knight's findings ten years after the Bain Report were that key matters 

remained unchanged. Despite the reduction in fires, the workforce and distribution of 

internal skill remained the same, including the unreconstructed heroic notion of the 

'frontline' remaining the fireground, to the exclusion of the equally and intrinsic 

13 FRSA 2004 s. 28 and Knighl {HOM00046025/2 §7} 
14 White Paper {HOM00000584/43-44 §§5.12-5.13, 5.15} 
15 Eastrnead {HOM00045970/3 § 10} 
16 {HOM00000023} 
17 Draft forward lo the Knight Reporl that was never published {HOM00006001/4-5} (Lewis 
{CLG00031121/19 §49} Eastmead {HOM00045970/5 §15}) C/ Pickles {CLG00019471/7} and his Ministerial 
Slalement 15 July 2014 https://www.gov.uk/govemmentispeeches/fire-and-rescue-services 
18 HMICFRS, State o.,f Fire and Rescue, Annual Assessment o/the FRS in England 2019{SMC00000043/8} 
19 LFB Peer Review 2015 {LFB00048265/28 §§24-25 and 30} and Brigade Response {LFB00048265/13 §78} 
20 {HOM00045998} Cl White Paper {HOM00000584/43 §5.12-5.13 and 5.15} 
21 {HOM00045999/11 §§20-22} Cf White Paper {HOM00000584/44 §5.14 and Table 41} 
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consequential fronts of fire prevention and protection.22 Localism and decentralisation 

were identified as part of the problem, due to the lack of political will to reshape local 

services, be it the closure of stations, change of appliances, or fundamental re-working of 

service practices.23 Localism had degenerated into siloism, with some authorities 

rejecting outside ideas and innovation, with varied customisations of the same functions 

across the country, and the absence of national training on national issues. 24 

1.5. NATIONAL RESILIENCE: The localism that crossed the governments of the period 

particularly hindered change on matters concerning national resilience. This included 

failing to sufficiently recognise the instability of the regulatory regimes (both the 

Building Regulations ('BR') and Reform Regulatory (Fire Safety) Order 2005 ('RRO')), 

and the potential for incompetency of local FRSs to sufficiently grasp and engage with 

the consequences. The Fire Futures project25 warned the Government in 2010 that "[t]he 

built environment continues to become more complex and the threat offire more difficult 

to counter", with significant evidence that ''fire safety is currently lagging behind these 

changes and needs to catch up". While the regulatory framework was seen as 

substantially fit for purpose, securing compliance with the regulations and 

guidance was "one of the biggest concerns of the sector", including that there 

was "currently a perceived low level of competency" in relation to fire safety and built 

environment, with an "unreasonable expectation that the FRS is equipped and resourced 

to take on the burden of advice and policing that goes with the [RROJ". When the 

National Framework was amended for FRSs in 2012, it should have made this issue a 

matter of national resilience, and Government should have led on the subject.26 

(B.] MACHINERY OF GOVERNMENT 

1.6. DEPARTMENTAL CHANGE: The fate of FRS refonns was entangled with multiple changes 

in the machinery of central government. Between Bain and Grenfell, the Department of 

State responsible for FRSs within Government changed regularly, from the Home Office 

(until June 2001 as it had been throughout the modem era), Department for Transport, 

Local Government and the Regions, and within that Department, the Office of the 

21 Knighl Review {HOM00000023/4, 11-12 and 26 §2}. On occupational hazards of less fires, see MS Team 1 
Opening {BSR00000079/1 l-12 §§2.16-2.17} 
23 Knight Review {HOM00000023/5} 
24 Knighl Review {HOM00000023/49 § 12, 73, 48 § 11}. As to lhe shortcomings of FRS management to lead at 
local level, see the Government commissioned Thomas, Independent review of conditions of servicef(Jrfire and 
rescue staff in England (2015) {HOM0003 l 999il 4-18, 62 and 68}; as well as the observations on LFB {21} 
25 Decentralisation in the fire sector: Empowering and protecting the citizen {JNQOOO l 4639il 0-11} 
26 National Framework {INQ00014642/8 §6and9§1.2} 
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Deputy Prime Minister (until May 2006), DCLG from 2006 to December 2015; and 

finally back to the Home Office from January 2016.27 The reason for the changes in 

departmental responsibility between 200 l and 2016 need examining. First, firefighting 

was seen as politically incapable of reform. Nick Raynsford, on taking on the role of Fire 

Minister in 200 l, was told by his civil servant (Philip Wood), "This won't take up too 

much of your time. The policy is one of benign neglect" based on it being a "medium 

sized problem ···· big enough to cause political trouble (f confronted, small enough to be 

ignored without any apparent adverse consequences, at least in the short term. "28 

Second, localism was in part a strategy to redistribute political responsibility. Hence the 

transfer from the Home Office that had managed the corporatist consensus between the 

various sector stakeholders for decades, to the local government department that would 

preside over the concerted decentralisation of the politics. 

1.7. LACK OF RESOURCES AND SYNERGY: The Director of the Fire Resilience Directorate of 

the DCLG has described "a major exercise to restructure and downsize" the Department 

in 2010/201 l. This included its merger with the functions on emergency response and 

recovery and a more than 50% cut of staff in the following years, explained as delegation 

of responsibilities onto local fire authorities and the sector-led initiatives.29 By 2013, 

Louise Upton, one of the key long standing civil servants that the Inquiry will hear from, 

drafted a paper that highlighted that the separate Fire Safety Policy team "no longer has 

access to the necessmy technical expertise, resources or policy levers (beyond 

exhortation) to establish or determine the appropriateness ofjire safety standards -

including those which are being developed by the fire safety sector and the BSI". 30 This 

evidence points to an incapacity of central government to lead on national FRS direction, 

even if it wanted to. It also indicates that within Government, and even the same 

Department, there was a lack of synergy and joined up thinking between fire response, 

fire safety and building regulations.31 As is common with junior ministerial roles, the 

situation was aggravated by seven Fire Ministers and seven Ministers for Building 

27 Home Office Position Statement {HOM00034148/1-2 §3-6} 
28 Nick Raynsford, Substance Not Spin, An Insider's view o/ success and failure in government (Policy Press, 
2016) Chapter 6 pp 145-146, 151. Other academic writing on lhe period before 2001 referred to how "successive 
Home Secretaries were content to accept a low (some would say almost subterranean) profile": P. Mmphy and 
K. Greenhalgh, Fire and Rescue Services ···Leadership and Management Perspectives (Springer 2018), Ch. 2 
The Gathering Storm: A1odernizalion, Local Alignment and Collaboration: Fire and Rescue Services Under the 
Early New Labour Administrations.from 1997 to 2005 (p 10). 
29 O'Connor {HOM00045994/3 §9} 
30 Upton {HOM00046039/1} {HOM00046040/3 § 11, 22-23 §§75-76} 
31 Upton {HOM00046039/4-5}(advocating a range of external or internal govemmenl options) 
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Regulations from 2008-2016, with additional quick turnover of the civil service Directors 

and Deputy Directors. 32 

1.8. SEA-CHANGE BEFORE THE FIRE: The shift back to the Home Office as the 'parent' 

department (before Grenfell) in 2016 came to embody a recognition that overly localised 

governance had not worked. Theresa May, as Home Secretary, gave the Refonn Event 

Speech of May 2016 where she "committed to ending the narcissism of small differences 

between local fire and rescue services, which make no sense in principle and which 

frustrate joint working in practice".33 The HM Independent Inspectorate function, that 

lay dormant for a decade, was supplemented with the independent inspection function 

with a distinct inspection programming and reporting responsibility. 34 The Inspector's 

report in 2020 discredited the previous policy, finding "Since 2004, localism has been 

encouraged at the expense of national standards ... An unintended consequence of this 

localism has been the lack of national capacity and capability to bring about lasting 

sector change".35 The Home Office's realisation that Government was simply not in a 

position to quality assure FRSs across UK can be seen in internal memos of April 2017.36 

II: HIGH RISE POLICY 

[A.] NATIONAL CONTEXT 

2.1 DELEGATION TO SECTOR: The adverse consequences of localism played out in the 

shortcomings of FRS high rise building policy. The CFRA Unit within DCLG sponsored 

- without leading - a process that was left to the sector and which proved unable to 

translate into local LFB competency. After the Atherstone-on-Stour warehouse fire, Ken 

Knight (as CFRA) issued a Circular in March 2009 about the need to develop broader 

understanding of modem construction risks amongst operational fire fighters. 37 He 

repeated a similar observation in his preliminary report on the Lakanal House Fire in July 

2009, but this time applied the point to high rise buildings.38 However, under the 

Coalition Government it was determined by a Ministerial decision in 2010 that although 

31 Organogram {HOM00045995} 
33 May, Reform Event Speech {HOM00033231/10-l 1} 
34 (FRSA 2004 ss.28A-B inserted by the Policing and Crime Acl 2017, s. 11(4)); see May, Reform Speech 
{HOM0003323 l/17} cited in the Explanatory Notes to lhe Policing and Crime Bill for the House of Lords daled 
14 June 2016 { §§32-33} (https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/lbill/2016-2017 /0055/17055en.pdf) 
35 HMICFRS, State of Fire Report 2019 {SMC00000043/18} 
36 Fire Reform Briefing 20 April 2017 {HOM00006132/32-34} 
37 Circular 18/2009 {HOM00023213/5 §4.2} Knight {HOM00046025/4 §15} 
38 Knight {CLG00007676/10 §5.6.1} 
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Generic Risk Assessments would go out in the name of the CFRA Unit, it would be 

incumbent on the fire sector to take responsibility for their drafting and content. 39 

2.2 GENERIC RISK ASSESSMENT: Generic Risk Assessment on high rise firefighting ('GRA 

3.2') was promulgated in 2008, but fell quickly to be revised after the fatalities at 

Lakanal House in July 2009 and Shirley Towers in April 2010, as well as the HSE 

inspection notices and guidance issued in 2010.40 LFB led on the re-drafting. During the 

consultation on the revised document, feedback was received from Welsh Fire Services 

and the FBU in particular, which underscored the potential for fire engineering solutions 

to fail with consequential repercussion for incident commanders who would need to 

consider revoking a 'Stay Put' policy where one applied to the building.41 Peter Cowup 

has explained the extent to which local LFB policies acted as a key source for re-drafting 

the national policy, which in tum influenced the revision of the LFB policy that was 

extant at the time of Grenfell Tower.42 The Inquiry will need to consider the extent to 

which the London based policy makers lost sight of its salient gaps and training needs; 

especially as regards training and competency on the risk of building failure and the 

practical consequences for emergency evacuation. 

2.3 CLADDING: GRA 3.2 in 2008 made reference to 'cladding systems' as a construction risk 

feature and this was repeated in the 2014 revised version, 43 but never reflected in the 

various versions of LFB high rise firefighting policy ('PN633 ')between 2011 and 2015. 

The origins for the inclusion of the cladding reference in GRA 3.2 are currently 

unknown. The 1999 Select Committee Reports were lost in those years from government 

and sector (including FBU) corporate memory. Also none of the documented FRS 

feedback on the draft of GRA 3.2 dealt explicitly with cladding fires. The common civil 

service source that may have been consulted on all versions of GRA 3.2 was Brian 

Martin, in the Building Regulations Directorate. He was the author of BR135 2nd Edition 

(2003) that included Figure A, which clearly depicted the chimney like nature of a 

cladding fire risk to the non-expert.44 Like Louise Upton, he was also the long-standing 

civil servant in the DCLG. 

39 Knight { HOM00046025/9- l 0 §23} {HOM0000087 l} {HOM00000872/2 §5} 
40 MS Team 1 Opening {BSR00000079/13-15 §§3.1-3.4} GRA 3.2. {LFB00001255/8} 
41 Cowup {LFBOOl 19849/49 §109.8 §§115-120} (N. Wales FRS {LFB00085675/7}) (FBU {LFB00098600/9}) 
42 Cowup {LFBOOl 19849/3 §6} 
43 GRA 3.2 (September 2008){LFB00089157/8} GRA 3.2 (February 2014) {LFB00001255/18-19} 
44 BR 135 2nd Edition {CLGOOOI 9023/9} Martin {CLGOOOl 9469/35 § 105} 
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2.4 CIVIL SERVICE INTERVENTION: The designated approach of civil servants to the revision 

of GRA 3 .2 was to ensure that the LFB sector led re-drafting was "reviewed and 

systematically managed to minimise risk to CLG but simultaneously assuring [the 

Minister] that there is adequate guidance on national resilience and interoperability."45 

The exposure of DCLG increased in the wake of the Lakanal House inquest, when the 

Secretary of State undertook to the Coroner to ensure that the pending version of GRA 

3.2 would "include advice to Incident Commanders to inform decisions on evacuation, 

should it become clear during an incident that the 'stay put' principle is no longer 

tenable".46 Dawn Eastmead and Brian Martin criticised LFB competency in drafting 

which - at the very least - showed a lack of confidence in delegating the responsibility to 

"a bunch of fire service guys without proper supervision, or terms of reference (not 

entirely their fault)". 47 The major DCLG intervention concerned the lack of focus in the 

original draft on what incident commanders and the control room should do as regards 

the 'Stay Put' strategy if a fire spread beyond the compartment of origin.48 The 

discussion on the issue appears to have included the prospect of mass evacuation in the 

event of a breach of the Building Regulations or the RR0.49 This led to revised sections 

of the GRA 3 .2 that dealt with the need to consider the revocation of 'Stay Put', 

including as part of a dialogue with the control room. 5° From the track change document 

of November 2013 it also appears that the DCLG were instrumental in the inclusion of 

the LGA Guide on Fire Safety in Purpose Built Blocks of Flats into the reference section 

(item 14). The Guide detailed the risk posed by cladding systems, although it remains to 

be established whether any discussion took place between DCLG and LFB about that 
. 1 . 51 part1cu ar issue. 

2.5 EVACUATION: Whilst the feedback received on GRA 3.2 invited consideration of 

evacuation options, it was noticeable in its lack of discussion about how evacuation 

should be implemented. Dr Grimwood says he met with AC Cowup in September 2011 

to suggest without success that the principles of stairwell protection and RICE should be 

45 Ministerial Submission to Bob O'Neil 15 November 2010 {HOM00000872/3 §13} 
46 Pickles 20.5.13 {HOM00001418/2} 
47 Eastrnead-Martin Emails 24.10.13 {CLG00001949} 
48 Upton 1.7.13 {HOM00045997} Cowup 03.8.13 {LFB00102485} Britzrnan 21.8.13 {LFB00102486/2} Cowup 
12.9.13 {LFB00102488} 
49 Cowup {LFBOOl 19849/72 §§169.7-9} 
50 Track Change Draft {LFB00102513/28-29} Cowup {LFB00119849/75 §169.19} 
51 Track Change Draft {LFB00102513/39} LGA Guide {LFBOOl 18893/111 §72} 
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written into the GRA. 52 Cowup will need to respond. The FBU added the OPDM 

research paper on the World Trade Centre evacuation into the reference section in its 

track change feedback in September 2012 (item 6), but neither they, nor anyone else 

raised the extent to which its findings countered a now global research disputed 

perception that residents in distress will panic, therefore endangering themselves and/or 

firefighters at the scene. 53 The DCLG intervention in August-November 2013 

significantly influenced the final text on evacuation and FSG, but civil servants did not 

apparently reflect on the lack of doctrine and policy on the subject. 

2.6 VULNERABLE RESIDENTS: DCLG also apparently did nothing to counter the adverse 

effect of the LGA Guide (paras 79. 9-79 .11 ), which advised Responsible Persons under 

the RRO that in 'general needs' housing, because the physical and mental ability of the 

resident profile will vary, it is "usually unrealistic to expect landlords and other 

re;;,ponsible persons to plan for this or to have in place special arrangements, such as 

'personal emergency evacuation plans"', or, indeed, to be in a position to provide 

information about those residents to the FRS.54 The RRO duty was on landlords and their 

agents who, other than what was said in this passage, were subject to long standing 

advice that the emergency plan must not rely upon the assistance of the FRS. 55 The 

DCLG should have appreciated that this aspect of the LGA Guide combined dangerously 

with the lack of readiness on the part of the FRS to pre-plan with "effective 

arrangements" so as to assist "residents ... unable to leave the building due to disability, 

poor mobility, illness or the affects (sic) offire".56 The accumulated effect was that 

neither FRSs (with their want of doctrine, policies and training) nor Responsible 

Persons (with the message from the LGA Guide that they could, even should, do 

nothing) adequately considered the risk to vulnerable or disabled residents in high rise 

residential buildings, nor took steps to mitigate those risks. Government ought to have 

been aware of this cumulative exposure. 

52 Grimwood {Tl 88/94/25 - 99/18}{KFR00000048/8 §23} 
53 OPDM Fire Research Technical Report 6/2005 {CLG10000080/5-7. 22-23, 99} GRA 3.2. 
{LFB00001255/36} (inserted in FBU Track change document {LFB00102586/30} ). On the panic myih, see MS 
Team 1 Opening {BSR00000079/41-42 §8.7} 
54 LGA Guide {LFBOOl 18893/120-121} 
55 

HM Government Sleeping accommodation guidance {RBK00036722/29} HM Government 'Fire safety risk 
assessment Supplementary guide: lvfeans of Escape for Disabled People' (2007){RBK00045205/7 § 1.1} BSI 
9991 (2011) 'Fire Safety in the design, management and use o/ residential buildings ··· Code o/ Practice' 
{LFB00024106/128 s. 9 §52) and BSI 9991 (2015) {BS100000059/145 section 9 §54} PAS79 (2012) 
{CTA00000003/44§15 xxix}: see also See also Lane{BLARP200000028/19 §2.2.61} 
56 Cf GRA 3.2 {LFB00001255/20}. 
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[B.J LOCAL CONSEQUENCE 

2.7. KNOWLEDGE OF GRA 3.2: WM Dowden's evidence was that he knew nothing about 

GRA 3 .2 prior to the Grenfell Tower fire. 57 Of all the other incident commanders 

involved at Grenfell, only AC Roe knew about the detail of GRA 3.2 because of his 

connection to the Operational Policy department. 58 Roe's previous evidence was that he 

"wouldn't expect ... junior officers to have any knowledge of this document" and neither 

would he "expect ... officers outside the policy department to have read this". 59 Equally, 

Commissioner Cotton considered "it's not something that we used to develop or train any 

of our officers ". 60 However, unlike the earlier versions that did not inform readers that 

GRA 3.2 should be read alongside the local policy, the 2015 version of PN633 

specifically provided that GRA 3.2 "should he read in conjunction with this policy" 

(emphasis added).61 

2.8. CLADDING FIRE AND SERIOUS BUIIDING FAILURE: The drafters of the revised version of 

GRA 3.2 and LFB's PN633 cannot recall any cladding specific discussion in 2011-2015, 

and that is true of the recorded feedback. However, the Inquiry is aware that LFB's own 

Fire Safety Department was teaching itself on the issue by late 2015,62 while Kent FRS 

was teaching its operational officers. 63 Peter Cowup and others were told about the 

subject in 2015 as a result of their involvement with the organisers of a conference at 

Greenwich University.64 Despite this, nothing was done to prepare LFB's operational 

firefighters. 

2.9. TRAINING AND COMPETENCY: The revised GRA 3.2 contained for the first time a discrete 

statement that training and competence were essential to the proper understanding and 

appreciation of the risks and controls within the document. They included requirements 

57 Dowden {T9/16/10-22} 
58 Roe {T48il50/15-24} 
59 Roe {T48il51/9-15} 
6° Cotton {T50/32/22-24} 
61 PN633 (2015){LFB00001256/17-l 8}Cf PN633 (2008){LFB00102307/7} and PN633 
(2011) {LFB00102306/14} 
61 Daly {Tl 83/117 /25-130/22 }{Tl83il39/16 -144/6} Green {LFB00032917/l-2 §§3-4} 
Seal {LFB000323 l 6/8§38} 
63 Grimwood {Tl88/71/5 - 73/4} {KFR00000057/18-33} 
64 Cowup-Timpson Feb-March 2015 {LFB00102565} Cowup {LFB00032784/6-7 §§25-31} Ellis-Cowup 
31.12.15 {LFB00094228} Ellis-Cowup Cutbill 31.12.15 {LFB00093318} 
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to be "adequately trained to deal with hazards and risks associated with high rise fires", 

to possess "knowledge, skills and understanding ... on the impact of fire on the building's 

construction, layout, contents and occupant behaviour", to be able to recognise "signs 

and ::,ymptoms o.f .. risk of rapid and unpredictable fire spread and the adoption of 

appropriate tactics to mitigate these" and to possess "[ejvacuation and casualty removal 

tactics" including an understanding of "when a partial orfidl evacuation strategy might 

become necessary in a residential building where a "Stay Put" policy is normally in 

place".65 Its text was not written expressly into the local LFB PN633, because the 

assumption was that training on its content would follow.66 The fact that it did not left 

the LFB operational firefighters who attended Grenfell Tower dangerously lacking in the 

very competencies that GRA 3 .2 had anticipated they would need. 

III: CONTROL ROOM FUNCTION 

(A.I NATIONAL CONTEXT 

3.1. LAKANAL HOUSE: The Lakanal House fire exposed the fatal consequence of operators 

incorrectly assuming that compartmentation would hold and that fire crews would reach 

callers quickly (or at all).67 Other features, which repeated at Grenfell Tower, included 

multiple FSG calls that quickly overwhelmed the control room. 68 There was ineffective 

communication between control and incident command.69 Training and guidance failed 

to teach the exploration of evacuation options with callers which caused CROs to 

automatically treat the FSG call as a requirement for LFB to rescue the caller.70 And yet 

most of the surviving residents from Lakanal (64 of the 102) who evacuated did so on 

their own; a point that received almost no acknowledgement at all. 71 

3.2. EARLY WARNING TRIGGERS: An adequate post-Lakanal response for the control room 

function needed to identify risk of compartmentation failure as a paradigm-shifting event 

in high rise fires. This could have been indicated by, amongst other things, the existence 

of multiple FSG calls across the building. Even a relatively small number of FSG calls, 

as at Lakanal, should have sufficed to prompt rapid communication between control and 

incident command to assess the viability of 'Stay Put'. Although GRA 3.2 required 

65 GRA 3.2. {LFB00001255/21-22} 
66 Risk Assessment for PN633 {LFB00102564/2} Cowup Post-Grenfell Gap Analysis {LFB00032778/18} 
67 Fire at Lakanal - Main Report - Role and Actions of LFB Control {LFB00004724/50 §293} 
68 {LFB00004724/53 §310} 
69 {LFB00004724/54 §319} 
70 {LFB00004724/50 §293} 
71 {LFB00028723/5 § 1.2.7} 
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incident command and control to consider revising the 'Stay Put' message, a formal 

indices of potential triggering events, be it number of calls, or calls from multiple 

locations across the building was never put into place. Lists of triggers were only added 

recently by LFB into its respective high rise and FSG policies.72 

3.3. NATIONAL RESILIENCE: A potential answer to the overwhelming of a control room would 

lie in the creation of a genuine national control service, which could cope with a locally 

unmanageable volume of calls. The FiReControl policy was a project to create nine 

regional centres that would, in theory, have had that capacity, but it was withdrawn after 

a failed expenditure on building and computer infrastructure that cost almost half a 

billion pounds.73 It served as a totemic political reason to eschew big fire service reform, 

and likely undermined the development of the control room function, not least because it 

must have been assumed that the new regional service would lead on reform. When the 

policy failed, local FRSs should have taken note that small local control centres could 

buckle under multiple calls. On that basis alone, control room response to high rise FSG 

calls should have been taught to recognise and mitigate the risk of caller overload at an 

early stage in a developing incident, and for the implications of that overload to factor 

into contact with incident command to consider reversing the 'Stay Put' position. In so 

far as the fire in London needed nationwide 'buddy' support, the system in place lacked 

proper doctrine and policy, with no system for BT exchange to logically coordinate the 

transfer of calls to other control rooms, or for those venues to be automatically supplied 

with fireground sufficient infonnation or visual briefing on the fire. 

[B.J LOCAL CONSEQUENCE 

3.4. DEPRESSED SERVICE: The LFB control room function appears to have been a depressed 

service before the Grenfell Tower fire. The long wait for FiReControl first created 

insecurity of tenure. That was followed by indecision once the project was cancelled as 

to whether to privatise the service. When the decision was made to retain the function, 

the Vision computer system was introduced, which encountered technical teething 

problems and took up the bulk of the training time and overall focus. 74 All of this had a 

71 PN790 {LFB00121163/8-9 §9.4} PN633 (2020) {LFB00105568 §5.10} PN970 {LFB00121164i9 §7.5} 
73 {HOM00014083/5-6} {HOM00019011/5}; see also 'The failure ol the FiReControl project', House of 
Commons Committee ofPublic Accounts (14 September 2011) p.3 {HOM00019995i7} 
74 CAMS Option Paper {LFB00055216} Hayward {LFB0005519lil 1 §25} {LFB00086213/8 §§41-
42}{LFB00055191/1 l §§27-36} 
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significant effect on morale within the control room, but it also arrested the development 

of the quality of its service. 75 

3 .5. ROOT AND BRANCH REVIEW: A 'root-and-branch ' review of control76 in 2019 revealed 

all-encompassing defects in control requiring systemic and cultural refonn to ensure 

improvement is real and embedded. 77 It identified the need for a fundamental reappraisal 

of the position of control within the broader LFB to ensure it has 'parity of esteem' with 
78 the other component parts of emergency response,' because ''fimdamentally, the 

function needs to be returned to the corporate centre of LFB. Whether it's the provision 

and assurance of training or policy development, the LFB can no longer tolerate Control 

remaining separate and distinct. "79 

IV: AUSTERITY 

[A.] NATIONAL CONTEXT 

4.1. GOVERNMENT POLICY: After 2010, austerity unmistakably impacted on central 

government Directorate and FRS services. The prepared Ministerial response to 

criticisms of austerity and cuts following the Grenfell Tower fire cited the quantity of 

firefighters attending to the emergency on the night and the timely response. The cuts 

were said to be due to falling demand on the service. 80 This depiction fails to appreciate 

the true impact on the sustainability of FRSs following cuts to funding. Funding for 

FRSs had fallen on average by 28% between 2010-11 and 2015-16,81 which with Council 

Tax supplements amounted to a real decline of 17%.82 

4.2. NATIONAL AUDITING: As with other features of localism, it fell to each FRS to determine 

where to spread its cuts. The National Audit Office report on financial sustainability, 

published in 2015, found that fire prevention and protection work had been most 

adversely impacted: "In general, fire authorities have not changed their emergency 

response standards as a result of budget cuts, but sometimes changed the type of 

appliance that attends and the weight of crewing. At the same time, prevention and 

75 George Review (2015) {LFB00032169/2-3 §6, /11 §47-48} 
76 {LFB00121171/9 §24} 
77 {LFB0008409712-3} 
78 {LFB00084097 /11} 
79 {LFB00084097112} 
80 {CAB00005645il} 
81 Financial sustainability of fire and rescue services (Session 2015-16) (November 2015) {HOM00045998/8 
§8} 
82 O'Connor {HOM00045994/9 §26} and National Audit Office ('NAO') {HOM00045998/15-16 §§1.6-.17}. 
NOA estimated that the pre-Council Tax funding for LFEPA was cut by 20.2% and the real spending power 
declined by 19.2% 
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protection services such as audits and inspections, and fire risk checks have reduced 

since 2010-11". 83 Case studies from the report suggested that some authorities had 

reduced their prevention and protection work in response to funding reductions. The 

West Midlands FRS and LFB, in particular, were noted to have cited the potential impact 

of staff reductions on delivering their protection work. 84 Priority was said to be placed by 

fire authorities on "maintaining appliances and stations", with the FRSs stressing that 

these were valued by the public and key to emergency response. 85 

[B.] LOCAL CONSEQUENCE 

4.3. Austerity was therefore internalised into LFB in a way that maintained the traditional 

model of firefighting. As Commissioner Dobson accepts, it was easier to make savings in 

fire safety, given the preference to make savings in areas that did not reduce the number 

of fire stations, fire appliances or firefighters. 86 This is significant, because while there is 

no sensible basis to argue that more fire stations or appliances would have improved the 

LFB response to the Grenfell Tower fire, it is now obvious that better prevention, 

protection, policy and training would have done. Austerity prohibited those things. 

Significant funding would be essential to their refom1. But that would require change in 

the overall structure of the service, so that more funding was not simply used to maintain 

the status quo. 

V: CONCLUSION 

5 .1. In the thought experiment of constructing the UK FRS from scratch, it is inconceivable 

that anyone would now start with 46 different services, including l 02 fire stations in 

London. A consensus within the sector has learned to live with that outmoded reality; 

and it is well understood that livelihood and service ethos is at stake in any vision that 

would existentially transform the current structure. The effect of localism was to transfer 

the difficult political decisions over the future of the service on to local governments and 

Chief Officers, who, certainly in London, have substantially yielded to pressure to keep 

things the way they are. The incompetence of LFB at Grenfell Tower therefore traced 

back to the conclusion of the reviews of the late 1990s that the post-war fire service was 

running aground. Localism has kept that model on life support. 

83 NAO {HOM00045998/9 §11} 
84 NAO {HOM00045998/23 § 1.33} 
85 NAO {HOM00045998/19 §1.18} 
86 Dobson {LFB00055138/8 §23} 
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5.2. At the same time localism amounted to an abdication of the state's general duties to 

establish a framework of laws, precautions, procedures and means of enforcement to 

protect life. 87 Whole building fires brought about by complex modem construction 

techniques, including cladding systems, were something that the Government should 

have planned for and assisted FRSs to deal with. In contemplating the need to revoke a 

Stay Put position, especially after the Lakanal House inquest, it should have participated 

more dynamically in filling the gap on evacuation; and should not have stood by the 

unlawful and discriminatory content of Paragraph 79.9 of the LGA Guide. The 

Government was hampered in its approach to these issues due to diminishing technical 

expertise and lack of intra and inter departmental synergy. Equally, it was a breach of the 

duty of Government, whether under the National Framework, or otherwise, to have 

devolved responsibility to the sector to the extent that it did. The dereliction was all the 

more pronounced by the time of the Knight Review in 2013 when it was established that 

localism was causing harm, a point which the Home Office accepted in 2016 when 

responsibility for oversight returned to its department, but by then it was too late. 

5.3. Ultimately localism was deregulation. The main laws remained in place, but they were 

allowed to empty of much of their effect. Instead, there was fragmentation, lack of 

oversight and tolerance of suboptimum competency as regards modem construction. All 

of that came unstuck at Grenfell Tower with disastrous consequences. 

DANNY FRIEDMAN QC & IFEANYI ODOGWU 

BHATT MURPHY, BINDMANS, HICKMAN & ROSE, HODGE JONES & ALLEN 

15 October 2021 

87 Oneryildiz v Turkey (2005) 41 EHRR 20 §89 
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